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1. INTRODIXTIO~ 

Recently, J. McLaughlin [6] discovered a new simple group MC of order 
898,128,OOO. From the character table of this group (which was computed by 
J. G. Thompson), we can see easily that the group TIC has precisely one 
conjugate class of involutions (elements of order 2) and that the centralizer 
of an involution in MC is isomorphic to 8,. Here a, denotes the unique 
perfect central extension of the alternating group A, by a group of order 2. 
\Ye shall prove the converse of this fact. 

THEOREM. Let G be afinitegroup of eeen order which possesses an imolution x 
such that the centralizer H of B in G is isomorphic to A^, . Assume further that 
G + I1 . O,,(G), where O,,(G) denotes the maximal normal odd order subg,gl-oup 
of G. Then G is isomorphic to the McLaughlin’s simple group MC ?f order 
898,128,OOO. 

Throughout the paper, G will denote a finite group satisfying the assump- 
tions of our theorem. The other notation is standard (see [9]). The proof 
of the theorem is obtained in the following way: The structure of H which is 
isomorphic to a, is known from the work of Schur [8]. In particular, WC see 
that II: has precisely two conjugate classes of involutions and if S is an 
&-subgroup of H, then Z(S) = Z(II1) = (x) and so S is an S,-subgroup of G. 
Since G :# H . O,(G), a result of Glauberman [4] then forces that the 
group G has precisely one conjugate class of involutions. We then go into a 
detailed study of the 3-structure of G. In particular, we show that an &-sub- 
group W of G must have order 3G and is isomorphic to an &-subgroup of 
Ud(3). The normalizer XG( I+‘) of Win G has order 36 . 23, and an &-subgroup 
of 1\‘,,(W) is a quaternion group. We then follow Phan [7] and construct a 
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subgroup G,) isomorphic to (j,(3). LVe show that G,, is a maximal subgroup 
of G. Wc then take an element z’r (of order 4) in ;VJbV’) - Go, and shov 
that G consists of the three distinct (G, , G,,)-double cosets G,, , G,o,G,, and 

G,,v,a,a,qG, 1 with n1a2 t G,, . It follows that the group G is a primiti\-e 
transitive rank 3 permutation group on 275 points, for which the stabilizer 
of a point G,, is isomorphic to UJ3) with subdegrecs I, I 12, and 162. \I:e then 
construct a graph as in Wales [I I] and we see that this graph is isomorphic 
to the graph in McLaughlin [6]. S’ mce McLaughlin has shown that the group 
%Ic is a subgroup of indes 2 in the automorphism group of this graph, we 
must have that G is isomorphic to Rlc. Finally, the following two properties 
of TIC stem interesting: The group /c, , ulaz j is a semidihedral group of 
order 16 and so G G,,c pi , ’ /,-. u1a2,‘ G,, , where G,, “Y l;(3) and (:z.r , u,n, 
is semidihedral of order 16. Further, there arc no involutions in the double 
cosct G,,e,,G,,. 

2. Soiufi PROPERTIES OF H 

\Ve list here some properties of Zrl which will be used in the proof of the 
theorem. These properties arc established by using the fact that H “Y A& 
and also using the work of Schur [8]. 

LEMMA 1. The group II has precisely two conjugate classes of elements 
of order 3 with the representatives s1 and sI , such that [sl , sy] :: 1. An &-sub- 
group of Cn(sJ is a quaternion group and an &-subgroup of C,,(s,) is u 
four-group. We put Pi := /s,\, i ~~ 1, 2. 

LEMMA 2. * We h ace .&‘n(PJ == P,F, where E’ n P, -= 1, Fljzj “Y S, 
(the symmetric group in 5 letters) and an &-subgroup of F is a generalized 
quaternion group of order 16; and N,(P,) = PD, where P ~~ (P, , Pz> and I) 
is a dihedral group of order 8. We also have A’,(P) -= PS, where S is a semi- 
dihedralgroup of order 16. Finally, Ppossesses in NH(P) precise& 4 conjugates of 
s1 and precisely 4 conj’ugates of s, . The elements s1 and s2 are real in N,(P). 

LEMMA 3. Let S be an &-subgroup of H; then Z(S) :-- Z(H) -~ (z,, and 
so S is also an &subgroup of G. The group H has precisely two conjugate 
classes of involutions with the representatives z and t. Also 1 C*(t); 1 2” 3, 
CH(t) is 2-closed and an &-subgroup of CH(t) is conjugate in H to Pz . The 
group H has precisely two conjugate classes of elements of order 4 with the 
representatives w and y, so that w2 -: z and y2 --= t; and H has precisely one 
conjugate class of elements of order 8 with the representative ZE such that 9 7. w. 
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k%mIA 4. Let ~4 be the pe~~~tat~o~ representation uf II on a s~~bg~o~~p 
of index 8. Then ker $ = <,z> and we can assume the following: 

6) $4) = (12)(34)(56)(78); 
(ii) G(w) = (12)(34); 

(iii) ~(~) = (1234)(56); 

(iv) #(y) =: (1234)(5678). 

LEMlU.4 5. Let R and Q be an S,-subgroup and an S,-subggroup of H, 
respectively. Then KH(R) 2 R,Z, where Z is a cyclic group of order 8 and 
R, -: R s P, ) a cyclic group of order 15; and (J) is at2 ~~~-sub~~youp of N&Q). 

Since G 76 H ’ O,(G) we have with Lemma 3 and a result of Glauberman 
[4] the following result. 

LElMX4 6. The gvoup G has precisely one corzjugate class of irmolutions. 

3. THE %STRCCTUNE OF G 

Let t be an involution in lil which is distinct from x. Let -rj;, be an &-sub- 
group of C&). Then by Lemma 3, pp, is conjugate in H to I’, . Let X be an 
&subgroup of C,(t) containing P, . Since t is conjugate in G to z, we have 
/ *Y I -_ 3” and so Cx(pz) = X. This implies that C(;(i=j,) c If. 

LEmlA 7. The centralizer CG(Pz) of P, in G is not contained in H. 

It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2, that an &-subgroup of CL.(s,) is a 
quaternion group and an $-subgroup of C;,(s,) is a four-group. Hence we 
have the follo~~ing: 

LEhIM.4 8. The elements s1 and sg are not conjugate in G. Ilence the group G 
has precisely two conjugate classes of elements of ordeer 3 which are centralized by 
some imolution in G. 

From Lemmas 2 and 8, it foltows that if X is any 3-subgroup of G which 
normalizers P, then S centralizes P, and so we have 

LEMMA 9. The factor group N,(P)/C,(P) has order prime to 3. If 
NG(P) 4i: II, then C,(P,) e H. In particular, if P is not an &-subgroup of G, 
then C,(I’,) $ H. 

?7Te assume from now on that P is an S,-subgroup of G. We now use the 
fact that C,(P,) $ H. 
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Assume at first that C&P,) has no normal 2-complement. Since t, 2 is an 
&-subgroup of C,(P,), it follows that C,(P,) has precisely one conjugate 
class of involutions. We have C(z) n c‘(P,) =m P<t, o: and so bv a res:r~lt of 
Gorenstein and Walter [5], C,;(P~)~O,(C,(P,)) ^v L,(y), 9 odd p;-imc po~cr. 
\\:e have O,(C’,(P,)) 3 PP and since O,(C,(P,)) is a 3-group and I’ is an 
&-subgroup of C,,.(P,), wc get O,(C,(P,)) c P. If O,(C,(P,)) I’, t!?en 
since .z centralizes P and I 

C$,) t C(PJ 
12, n-e get that if, z’ centralizes I’ 

which is not the case. 
Hence O,(C,(P,)) =: Pz and the ccntralizcr of an involution in (‘(,(P,), P, 

is a dihedral group of order 12. It follows that 

C(,(P.J’Z’, rv L,( I 1) ( ) I- L,( 13). 

Since Pz splits in P, we get by a result of Gaschutz [3] that Pz splits in 

XG(P‘J. 
We get that N,(P,) = PzL, c?, n I, I and C,(P,) I’? x L, , a-here 

I,, is a subgroup of index 2 in I, and L, - &(I 1) or L2( 13). Also, an ,C,-sub- 
group of L is dihedral of order 8. It follows that I, := aut L, and so 
L ‘v PGL(2, 11) or PGL(2, 13). Let f’ be an involution in ZJL, . Then (‘,.,(t’) 
is a dihedral group of order IO or 14 which contradicts Lemma 5. 

Assume now that Cc(Pg) has a normal 2-complement Y. Then .‘i 3 1’ and 
since :Vx(P) == C,r(P), S has a normal 3-complement -1-r -~ I. Since 

we get -1-i =m- C,u,(t) X Cx,(h), (‘sy,(t) ? C;C,(t~) :,J I and ,z acts fixed-point- 
free and so invertingly on d1-i Since C,(t) ~~- P? Y Cx,(t), we get that 
I Cx,(t)] = 5. But then it, z‘ normalizes the group C,y,(t) of order 5 and 
(t, ~)C~u,(t) (1 C,(t), which contradicts Lemma 5. \Ve have proved the 
following result. 

LEMMA 10. The group P is not an S,-subgroup of G. In partirulal., an 
S,-subgroup of C,(P,) has order :‘- 33. 

Since an &-subgroup of C,(P,) is quaternion, it follows by a result of Ilrauei 
and Suzuki [2], that C,(P,) lWF, M n F ~~~ 1 and llf O,(C,(P,)) 3 P, . 
The involution x acts fixed-point-fret on the group M/PI and so :11/P, is 
Abelian, M’ C P, , P, _C Z(nil), M is nilpotent of class ::I 2. Let ,11:, bc the 
&-subgroup of M. Then llfs 3 P, and the group E acts faithfully on J1,/P, . 
This implies that 1 lWzjP, / 1: 3” and so an S,-subgroup of G has order -3”. 

LEMMA 11. -4n S,-subgroup of G has order .:-3”. 
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\\:e shall determine now N,(P,). Assume at first that C,(P,) has no normal 
2-complement. Since (t, x) is an &-subgroup of C,(P,), it follows that C,(P,) 
has precisely one conjugate class of involutions. We have C(z) n C(P,) ~~ 
P(t, z and so by a result of Gorenstein and Walter [5], we have 

q odd. \I’e have O,,(C,(P,)) > P, and O,,(C,(Z’,)) is a 3-group. If 
O,,(C,(P,)) == P2 , then C,(P,)/P, ‘v L,( 1 1) or L,( 13) which contradicts the 
fact that an &-subgroup of C,(P,) has order ;:27. 

Hence, we must have O,,(C,(P,)) II P, . Put :%’ O,(c‘,(P,)). Since 
C,(‘t, z ) mm: P, and 1\-;3 P, , we must have C:,(z)l :m= 3” and so I’!: 5. 
But :, t and tz arc conjugate in C,(P,), and so C:v(t) P Ch’(tx) are elementary 
.4belian of order 9. It follows that ; 11: 1 = 34, and since the centralizer of an 
involution in C,(P,)jN is a four-groul 1, we get that C,(P,)!!V rv 23, or -Jr, . 
Hut if c‘,(P,)!X ‘v A, , then an S,-subgroup I* of C,(P,) acts trivially on r, 
since 1. centralizes P, and ~ :V ~ := 31. Thus C(P,) =-m S (C(:V) n C‘(P,)), 
and so a four-subgroup in C,,(P,) centralizes i%‘, a contradiction. Hence, we 
must ha\-e C,(P,)!N N =1, , and since an &-subgroup of X,(P,),‘.Y is 
dihedral of order 8, NJP$X Y S, . 

Assume now that C,(P,) has a normal ?-complement ;Y. Since ;\‘I P aild I’ 
is not an S,-subgroup of N, it follows (since t is con.jugate to tx in .\-,(P,)) 
that \- = 3”. \Ye have proved the following result: 

I,EMX~ 12. Let ;V be the maximal normal odd order subgroup ?f A\.G(P,J. 
‘lien .\T =:- 3” and N,,(Z’,)iX is either a dihedral group of o&r 8 or is 
isomorphic to S,% . In any case, C,(n:) = Z(A’). 

\Ye want to determine the structure of :\:. Put :f, z, t’:, D Y I), . 
Since P = C,(E) is D-admissible, it follows that ,Vk7(P)(I)P) is D-admissible. 
Since f z fz, we get that ~ C(t) n -VA,(P) = j C(U) n i\T~,.(P) and so P J I S. 

Hence P z Z(N) (from Lemma 9). 
Assume that :V is non-.4belian. Then Z(:V) =: P. If C,(P,)/:%’ z -J-1) 

then the three involutions z, t and tz are conjugate in C,,(P,) and since 
C,(.z) 1 Z(:V), we get CA,(t) C Z(AV) and &(tz) C Z(S); and so N is Abclian, 
a contradiction. Thus C,(P,) has the normal 2-complement N. Let S, be a 
subgroup of order 3j of G containing IV. Then :V, n ,V,(P,) = A&T and since P 
is characteristic in N, we get P (1 N, , and so by Lemma 9, P r Z(.\‘,), 21 
contradiction. 

Hence, N is Abelian, and since it is generated by the elementary Abelian 
subgroups P, CN(t) and CN(tx), it follows that IV is elementary Abelian. \Pc 
have proved the following result: 



LEMMA 13. The group ,V is elementary Abeliafz uf order 3”, C,(.V) .I: 
and C,(P) = lV(z>, with iV ‘: 1 X(z). 

IYe have NH(P) =: PB, where B 3 D and B is a semidihedral group of 
order 16. Hence B normalizes K<z,> and so normalizes IV. It follous from 
Lemma 12 that A’,(N)3 :VG(PJ and N C: :‘L’,(N). Assume that 11 is not an 
S,-subgroup of X~(R). Let B, be a ?-group in NJ-V) which contains B as a 
subgroup of index 2. Then <z)) -3 R, , and so R, normalizes P C’,\(z) 
and PB, C C,(z) II, a contradiction. It follows that the semidihcdwl 
group B of order 16 is an &subgroup of XG(:V), and C(z) n N(lV) PI<, 

Assume now that ~~~;(P~)~~~~ is a dihedral group of order 8. Acting with 
(a, Q on ~~~,(~~~(f\7)), wc get that !Y : O,‘(J\i,(:V)). But iV is not an Sz,-sub- 
group of G and so 3 divides the order of :V<;( X)/i?‘, which implies that XJiV) 
does not have a normal 2-complement. Since the centralizer of an involution 
in N,;(X)/:V is semidihedral of order 16, it follows that :VC,.(X) has a normal 
subgroup L of index 2, where I, has no subgroup of index 2, and an S,-sub- 
group of I; is dihedral of order 8. Since the centralizer of an involution in I,,‘;\’ 
is dihedral of order 8, it follows that L/.t’ w I,,(7) or L,(9) and so UY have 
j ;\-(,(X) : c’,l(P2)! : 2” 3 7 or ? 3” 5, which is a contradiction. 

Hence by Lemma 12, wc must have C,,(I’z)!iZ; .Y il, and .V,,(P,):!V - S, . 
Since <‘,,(I’.,) has precisei>- one conjugate class of involutions, it follows 
that the group :VJIV) must have precisefy one conjugate class of involutions. 

’ * Now, the centralizer of an involution in ;t\;,(~k)ih ’ is senlidilledra~ of order 16, 
and so it follows that ?VC,fIY) h as a subgroup I, of index 2, whew I; has no 
subgroup of index 2, and an &-subgroup of 1, is dihedral of order 8. Since the 
centralizer of an involution in L/.X’ is dihedral of order 8, WC haveI,/:\* -f,,(7) 
or L,(9). nut C,(A’) =: X, and so 1,:s R” L,(9) Y -.Jcj , Thcrc arc no inxwlu- 
tions in :1;,(1\~)‘1,, and ;VG(lV):;l- is a subgroup of the automorphism group of 
L/i\ with a scmidihcdral group of order I6 as an S,-subgroup. \\‘c ha~c 
proved : 

Put Pi (Si), i 1, 2. Since j :ITC;(;V) : C,,(s,)l == 60, thcrc are prcciscly 
60 conjugates of .Q in XG(~V). There are X0 - 60 - 20 nontrivial elements 
left in N. An Ss-subgroup of l\7C;(:V) acts fixed-point-free on ;\- and so 
I NC;(;V) : C(sJ n :V(K)i ~~ 71 is divisible by 5. Also, thcrc is no four-subgroup 
in C,(s,) and so 10 / n. Hence 3 f 12. Assume that 11 -= IO. Then, an S,-sub- 

group of C(s,) n N(N) has order 8. But there is an element in R which 
inverts P, and so an S-subgroup of Y(P1) n N(iV) has order 16 and so is 
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semidihedral. This contradicts the fact that NG(P1) does not contain four- 
subgroup. Hence n -: 20. We have proved: 

LEMMA 15. We haae / C(S,) n IV(N)1 = 22 . 3G and an &-subgroup of 
C(s,) R N(N) is cyclic (of order 4). W e I zaae that C(s,) n N(N) = C,(s,) 
has order 2? . 3j. Hence IV” consists of precisely 20 conjlrgates in !?,(L\~) 63f s1 
and 60 corrugates in NG(N) of sz , z&eve Pi =-~: (sji, i y 1, 2. Finafly, (‘since 
un element of order 4 irk B iwel-fs PI) N(Pl) n :Y( FV) = JPQ is 3-closed, where 
FP’ is au S,-subgroup of Xc;(N) of order 3” and Q is a ~aate~~io~~ group. Also 
:Il( H’) n LV(iW) = WQ, where the quatemion group Q acts abed-po~r~t-j~ee ou 
W/N and so Q acts transitively on ( B</N)F; also Z(Q) C L. 

All elements of order 3 in Xc(N);‘A lie in a single conjugate class in 
Nc(:V)/JVr. Let X1-V be a subgroup of L/:V isomorphic to A, and ,x E -\“,,A’, 
where x has 3-power order. There is an clement y in S such that 
<*q .yv; .ivIij? -- SjN, and so (x, A?~,~ contains a four-subgroup. 

Assume now that there is an element of 3-power order x E ~V~~(N)\?v’ such 
that Cx(x)i > 33. Then, there is an efcment y E :Z;;,(iV) such that <x, xv> 
contains a four-group and j Cx(,+)i i-t 3”. Thus, / C,((x, A+)/ >> 3” and so 
a four-group centralizes a group of order 32, a contradiction. 

We have PI C Z(W) and assume that Z(W) 2 I’, . Then Z(W) 6 N and 
Z(W), - 3’. But Z(W) is Q)-admissible and Z(‘) centralizes P, . Every 

subgroup of order 3 of Z(W) . 1s conjugate in :X’<;(V) to P, and so Z(Q) cannot 
centralize Z(W). Hence [Z( IX’), Z(Q)] 1 las order 3 and is acted upon faithfully 
by Q, a contradiction. Hence Z(W) P, . 

:&ume now that :\: is not a characteristic subgroup of II’. Then there is an 
automorphism 0 of W such that A’ u ~‘2 N. If 1 1%’ n IV* 1 == 3”, then an 
element in iV”,A~ centralizes a subgroup of order 3” in N, a contradiction. If 
/ iv n .‘vg ; = 32, then JV = N . :V* and so :V n X0 C: Z(W), a contradiction. 
It folk)\\-s that ;V char II’. f\‘e have proved: 

It follows that ArG( W) C NG(X) and OVA = WQ. Hcncc, Jr is an 
&-subgroup of G and 1 65’ 1 = 36 and Z(W) = P, . 

Kow, we know that P is an &-subgroup of C,,(P,). Then, if we use the 
notation in the proof of Lemma 11, we have 1 MJP, 1 == 34 and / Ma 1 L= 35; 
also :lY, e;i NG(P,) and so WI -Ifs . Since IX> P, and P$ fLf~ WC have 
II,’ --- P, . AI3 , where I’j, is conjugate in 1-I to Pr . Since / :\T j -:: 3” and 
X 1 P, N C W, we get that / N n :‘Wz j := 27. Since _2” contains 20 elements 
conjugate to sr in G, it foilows that N n MS contains a subgroup pz conjugate 
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to I’, in G. Since :19 is nilpotent, it folloMT?;s from Lemma 14 that :1/1 := &Ix 
On the other hand, W has no Ahelian subgroups of order 3”, and so M is 
non-Abelian. Hence :\I P, Since an S,-subgroup of :VJP,) acts 
irreducibly on i%T,‘P, , it follows that :I/ does not possess characteristic 
subgroups which are strictly in between P, and J/. It follows that JIZ is an 
extra-special group of order 3” and exponent 3. ,41so z acts invertingly on 
,11/P, and so an S,-subgroup of Nc,(Pt) (which is generalized quaternion of 
order 16) acts fixed-point-free on :11;P, . Now C’(P,) n :V(Pr) 2 ;Y and since 
Pz is conjugate to I’, in G, all elements in ill ,X(M) I’ ZP in a single conjugate class 
in LVc;(P,) and aye all conjugate iu G to So :Ilso Ll-’ i .I/ and W C iV, and so 
M” i AY n II/, where .\’ n !I[ is elementary Abelian of order 27. RJ 
I,emma 16, we have that TI” 1 I’, Z( TI’). L\‘c IitlOlV that .I’C;( U’) 
:Y(W) n A’(Pl) :- IlTf3, wlicrc 0 i s a quatcrnion group. Since Z(Q) acts 
invertingly on W/Z( E’), it follok that Q acts faithfully on lZ”/%( IV) and so 
~ I{.’ ~ 27. So II.’ := N n :\I is elementary Abelian of order 27. Also 
iil( IV) ‘i !I’ n M and so W’ I)( Id’) and Tl’is of class 3 because [W, It”] ,,’ I, 
[IV, IV’] r: Z(W), [If’, TV’] r TV’, and 20 acts faithfully on ffT”[E’, T,t-‘] which 
implies that [fPy, ITT’] Z(!X’) P, 

Now, take an elementy t; :IZ LT. Then, :I/ : Q’.L,(~) 3 and by Lemma 16, 
C&y) dots not contain :\: n 11. ‘I’hus, “ii (iI' n LIZ)C!,~(J’) and so tllc 
group C,.,(y) covers ;II:.‘II n -2;. It follows that IVC can liavc an clcmcnt 
yr t C‘-,,(J,) so that .19 (;I1 n X); ~1, ~;r‘ Rut :J~,F,, is an elementary 
Abelian group of order 9 \vhich complements .V in LC’ and cvcr!- subgroup of 
order 3 in ’ I’, y1 _ is conjugate to I’, in C. Tl’c have proved: 

Lt:n,inrA II. T/W g~‘oup IIT (of ovdeiel- Y) is an &-subgroup cf G. Allso 
A;(,( IV) ~~~ N( M.) n K(S) = ,V(IV) n S(P,) ~~~ IVQ, where Q is a quatemion 
group. The maximal normal odd order subgroup :l/ of Y,(P,) is an extra-special 
group of order 3” and e.yponent 3. Ezery subgroup qf order 3 in 111 echich is 
distinct from P, =_ Z(M) is con&gate to Pz in G, and the set ;lZ:P, is a single 
conjugafe class in LV,(PJ. We hate W’ ~~~ D( If;) A’ n i”U ztihich is elementary 
Abelian of order 27. The group N splits in II’ (because N n M splits in 41 and 
PV 1 JI, Ll’ T) JV and H =z :VZIV), and so X splits in K,(N). FYe haoe H’ =:: ~‘YI~, 
S n F =~m 1 and ezery subgroup of order 3 iu X is conjugate in G to P, . ?t’e 
haze [W, W’] -m= Z(W) = P, and so W’ is of class 3. For ewery y E Al’t,N, we 
haz:e 1 C,.( F)~ == 32 and C&J’) coz’eys li7jN and so C,(y) (of order 3’) is an 
S,-subg,group of C(y) n N(N) and C&y) is non-Abelian (in fact C,+(y) : 
C,,(y)). Further, we haze Cc(sl) : lIZ F, where 112 n F 1 andF/(,-? CY -4;; 
and hence / C’,(s,)l = 23 3” . 5. 

\Vc now determine a lower bound on the order of an S,-subgroup of G. 
Let R bc an S,-subgroup of EI; then by Lemma 5, we have C,(R) = R,<z), 
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where R, -= R x P, and / P, , := 3. Hence (2; is an S,-subgroup of C,(R) 
and so C,(R) has a normal 2-complement CT. From Lemma 17, NL’(P1) = 
P, x R, and so P, is an &-subgroup of 15’ and, hence, U has a normal 
3-complement F. By Lemma 14, the group NG(X) contains an element of 
order 5 inverted by an involution, and since R is not inverted by any involution 
(see Lemma 5), R cannot be an S,-subgroup of G. Since z acts fixed-point-free 
on l./R, it follows that k;IR is Abelian. Let I~‘5 be an S,-subgroup of PT. Then 
I’, 3 li and since P, acts fixed-points-free on r,:R, we set’ that I,‘R 5” 

and so we have proved the following result: 

I~xs1n1.4 18. =In S,-subgroup of G has order >Y. 

4. CONSTRUCTION OF A SUBGROUP G, ISOMORPHIC TO u,(j) 

Let 4 as in Lemma 4, be the permutation representation of H on a subgroup 
of index 8. IVithout loss of generality, we may assume that or is an element in 
11 such that 4(crr) =- (123) and ur3 = 1. Let a, , U, ~1, and z’r be elements of H 
such that #(al) L (14)(23), #(u) :~ (15)(26)(37)(48), #J(C) =~I (23)(67) and 
#(cl) (67)(48). iTow let 

Replacing a, by a;’ and b, by b;’ if necessary, we may assume 
that 

From Lemmas I, 3 and 4, we have the following relations: 

Replacing q by ~1~ and z’ bv n-1 if necessary, we may assume _ 

Then (vla1)3 :: u and (alala,) = z. 
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Kow Ict Li = (a, , b; , 0,) for i I, 2. ‘I’hen we have that L, ‘v SL(2, 3), 
[L, , L2] = 1 and L, n L, == <z>. The group <ZJ, u,> is a dihedral group of 

order 8 and normalizes the group L,L, . Let H,, = L,L,(r, u‘,. Then, from the 
relations in (I), we have that II,, is isomorphic to the ccntralizcr of an involu- 
tion in U,(3) and [II,, ~ ~~ 2’ 3” (see Phan [7]). Since H P & and /I,, is a 
maximal subgroup of II, we have H III,, , c,:. ITrom the relations in (I) 
and the structure of 13^s , we can prove the following: 

LEnIlIA 19. The group II,, =- L,L2< zl, u, is u nlaxinlal subgroup of H and 
is isomorphic to the centralizer of an inzlolution in L;,(3). Further, the group H 
consists qf precisely the ~follozuirg three distinct (H,, , II,)-double cosets: H(, , 
H,zl,H,, and Ii,v,a,a,v,Ii, . 

B!; Lemma 2, lVll(a, , 02,, (Us , o?, <\c, z’~ , u I) where (VU)” ~z I, 
(vu)‘” ==: (zz)“; hence, the group (v, vl , u > is a semidihedral group of 
order 16. Let P ~: (ul , 0~1, L\‘~(P) =: P B, where n (21, zll , us> and 
~\X((O,U,,,) ~~ P D, where 11 ~- (u, 7;; is a dihedral group of order 8. Put 
P, -: (a,,? and PZ == (uIu2\. By Lemma 8 and the relations in (I), wc see 
that c1 is not conjugate in G to o~(T~ From Lemma 13, we have that 
C,(P) N(z‘>, where X <:I X(x, and S is an elementary Abeiian group of 
order 31. It follows that the group B normalizes X, and, from Lemmas 14 and 
17, wc have N,(X) ~~ X K, ,V n K I, and there is a subgroup 1, of K-, 
L ry d, and [K : L] = 2. \\‘e may also assume that B C K. From Lemma 14, 
there are no involutions JV’,(;V),Y L, dn~ so there are no involutions in { 
K\l.. Hence, we must have D CL and icI E Rl,L. We shall now concentrate 
our attention on the group ;\: ‘L. 

From the structure of il, , we must have ~ XL((u, ~,))l :m 2” . 3 and we can 
assume that 

Then it follows that ~~~M,L((~, 2)) 2 <u, ZZ,~ &, 0~0~). Let P, ~~ ((TV+) and 
P, = (oJ. Then, by Lemma 14, ; NG(P2)l = 23 . 3”. Since C,(Z) -= PZ x P,,, 
we have from (2) that ChT(z”) = C,(u) =: PS x P,I* and C,Jux) = P, x Pf*. 
Hence the group N = (01u2. , o1 , ulu, 0:‘;. By Lemmas I5 and 17, 
C,(a,) n X(N) m=m W (uJ, where W is an &-subgroup of G, / W m= 3”, 
and N,( IV) -2 N(W) n N(N). Also N(P,) n N(N) = WQ, where Q = (a, vl> 
is a quaternion group; Z( IV) z (oJ, and, if 112 = O,,(N,(P,)), M is an extra- 
special of exponent 3 of order 3j. From (l), Us -2 ulTL, and so, by Lemma 17, 
we have W m: ,U (Ok>. Now M n N := TV --- D(W) is an elementary 
Abelian group of order 27 and is normalized by Q ~1 (z’, wJ. The group 
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C,5,,A,(,-) --= (uJ, and so A2 n AT =-z ( ul> x [a4 n AT, a]. We also know that 

1 [AT, z] ; 9, and obviously [N, a] 2 [M n N, z]. Since j [al n N, z] i --: 9, 
we must have [A:, z] = [IlZ n N, ~1. So ill n 1%’ := (ol) x [IV, ~1. Now 
[A~, z] is normalized by (u, z, and without loss of generality, we can assume 
that p?i , q+ E [N, z] such that 

F,Z :-- p,’ for i=1,2; 91 
“=q2 

1 ' 'p?l' ~= y.j l an d 

the group (yi , ~)a) which is elementary Abelian of order 9 is (3) 
normalized by (v, z’if\. 

From (3) above, we have ‘pi” 2 tpl’paj, where i, j E (0, +. I f . Then 

So we must have i = 0 and qi” = p; ‘. Replacing ?2 by rp;’ if necessary, we 
can assume 

9711‘ L F’:! and q’;lv = y;l. (4) 

Sow the element a, E C,(P,) and since 31 <J N(,(PJ, we have 

Suppose we have (~)a, p4) n (ui , pi , y2> -A I. Then, there is an element 
~a$,’ E (ul , q~i , q$ for some i and j not both zero. Since 0.’ centralizes the 
group (ol , y~i , y+), we have 

Hence, b,a;’ E Cc(vli&) and since (b,a;‘)” = x, we have x t C,(~,i~,~). This 
contradicts (3). So we have that M : (ol , q+ , y2, p. , cpl) where 

Next, we represent the group La = (a2 , b, , u2j as linear transformations 
on the vector space M/(a,) over the field of 3 elements. In terms of the basis 
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~1<~1>~ P~/G, v3(d, and wtul; , vve have the following representation of 
the element a,: 

1 o- 
0 1 

a2 - 
-1 0 . 

L 0 -~I I 

where C is a 3 :< 2 matrix, 

and I the 2 x 2 identity matrix. Since (a202)” I, WC‘ must have C I 
and so 

where t = 0 or Z.’ 1 

Since the group :lI = /u, , p?, , pz , qn , q, is extra-special, 

Now suppose [y, , ~a] =m I. Then conjugating by the element E:, we have 
[qa , rp,] = I. Since M is extra-special, 

From (7) and the assumption that [pr , p1J = I, we have &z = yr ‘q+ , i.e., 
up = a,Fl; and q+ = q~;lv* , i.e., 0: 4 phyla . But the element y+ is conjugate 
in G to (rr~~, and so by Lemma 14, I C,(yr)i = 22 35 and C,(,,) is not 
3-closed. So C,(q+) = (or , Do , q~, , qn , ~a, u) and N iq t 0% ,Vl 3 ?J2> 

is normal in C,(~J,,). Since C,(&,‘N ry -4, , we have (zQ+)~ E <or , U% , p1 , qQ. 
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pro\:e~ that 
- app, f ug and so we have a contradiction. Hence we have 

v3 :: --E 
5”l 95101 

and cpy” -2 q+Jpl~, where E 7 -11. 

Conjugating the relations above by the element G, we have (8) 

$” zz yg” and cp;” y 93;1p~ta1F. 

Now &” == pl~lS, where 6 E CO, &I). If Iz :- E, then from (8), the element 
pfp4 centralizes p, . Since ZL also centralizes ‘p, , we have as above that 
(u9?n9?r)” E :\i+ But a~U%‘Qf:L :,.k c+, a contradiction. Similarly, we can obtain 
a ~(~ntradi~tiol~ in the case 6 -: ---E. Hence we have proved the following 
relations: 

bl > d =-- lip:! 7 %I r= 1 (9) 

So, the elements UJ and qxS centralize y+ , Since yZ - (slaZ, WC have 
(u+J’ E ..a1 , a2 , y1 , &. Bu; from (5), wve have p3 -= agl&al and using the 
relations in (I), we have that UZ~+ E C,,(n,-‘ucx,). Since there are no elements of 
order 9 in the group C,;(a;‘ua,), we have (US& 3 = I. From the relations in 
(I) and (6), we have 

\I\ir: have from (8) that 

ql;T -: +ppl~, where 6 ~~ il. 

Now suppose E = - 1. Then up = ~~~p~a;l. From Lemma 20, (u&~ = I, 
and so crL =z a?‘“. But olyL = (s2 and so o?Q)” = g2, a contradiction. Hence 
in (8) WC must have E -= 1. Together with the relations in (3), (4), (5), and (9) 
WC have determined uniquely the structure of an &-subgroup W of G and 
we have proved 
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Since crZ - (5 c 
i , we have 13~ 1,cmmas 1 and 2, that an S,-subgroup of A-,,( ,(r? ) 

is a generalized quaternion group of order 16. Since the inr-olution a,~,, 
normalizes IV n 15’~~ , we have IV n ~I’Q’~:! 1. \Ve have proved 

LI:ivbt.~ 22. The group II’ and its conjugate PC 7111C1:! have trivial intersection. 

From the relations given in (I), we have 

LEnIRr.4 23. The group R -~= (v, a, , u‘ ;‘tz‘, is a dihedral group of order 
8 and is generated by the involutions y1 a2(v‘~ a?ld yr u/v:. 

NO\V let u : Ili’v -1 
y E R and y ~~ yi, : . . . . ‘y; , d:in%‘i;$)’ 

w(yJ == a2 and w(y,) m= U. ITor any 
w(yi,) ... w(y,,). \\‘e shall denote 

ByB to mean Bw(y)B. Then with the relations given in (I) and Lemmas 20, 
21, 22, and 23, Phan [7, pp. 29-331 has proved the following: 

LEMMA 24. The set of elements G,, B;1 B is a subgroup of G rrnd ij 

ByIB &B, then y1 z~= ya F urther, the group G,, has ode], 2’ 3” 5 . 7. 

It is obvious from Lemma 17, SJ-low’s theorem and the fact that 
B IV%“ca) c G, , that G, has no subgroup of index 2 and n:,,$IV) = II’yv\. 
Now the group tl,, (see Lemma 19) h as order 2’ 3” and is isomorphic to the 
centralizer of an involution in [T,(3). Obviously H,, is a subgroup of Go . 
Since II,, is a maximal subgroup of H and z’i $ G, , we have Cc;,(:) ~_ 11, . 
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Hence, by a result of Phan [7], G, ‘v C’,(3). \ ~‘ow, supposc G, is not a masimal 
subgroup of G. Let G, be a proper subgroup of G such that G, 1 G,) . Since 
an &-subgroup of G, is an S,-sugroup of G, the group G, has no subgroup of 
index 2. Hence by a result of Phan [7], CGI(z) 1 IS,, and so C,l(z) == Il. Also 
G, + II O,(G,) and so by Lemma 6, G, has precisely one class of inr-olu- 
tions; and if z1 is any imolution in G, , then C,(q) C G, . Also, if 7’ is an 
S,-subgroup of G, , then T is also an &subgroup of G; and since Z(T) is 
cyclic, KG(T) C G, . Kow suppose all involutions of G lie in G, . Then the 
group B,(G) generated by all involutions of G is contained in G, and is a 
normal subgroup of G. Obviously Q1(G) J G,, as G, is a simple group. Now 
JV,O(IIJ ~- IV t (v> and so by Lemma 17 and the Frattini argument, we have 
[G : Q,(G)] = 2. But this contradicts the fact that an &-subgroup of G 
has order 2$. Hence there are involutions of G in G’,G, . It then follows that G 
contains a strongly embedded subgroup in the sense of Bender [I]; and 
from Bender’s classification of finite groups with a strongly embedded 
subgroup we arrive at a contradiction. Hence we have 

L~arnl.4 25. The group G, is isomo@ic to l;,(3) and G,, is a mzsin~al 
suOcpoup of G. 

5. IDENTIFICATION OF G WITH !~~LAUGHLIN'S GROUP i\Ic 

We shall now determine the action of the element q on the $-subgroup 
W of G. From the relations in (3) and (4), 

91 
9 _ y,iy,j, yI’ = ql’&, Oll‘ 

and Yl == qJILqq', 

where i,jEW, 311). (10) 

But from (I), we have (v~u)~ = u and so qQU = rpp’? = ~3. Hence in (IO), 
we must have i =j, i.e., 

% 
71 _ 91;q2’ Cl and P)~ = F1iV;j, where i = A.1. (11) 

Again, represent the elements a2 , g2 , z+ as linear transformations on the 
vector space M/(uJ over the field of 3 elements. In terms of the basis vl(ul), 
~~(a~), ~~(a,), and ~~(a~), we have from (5), (11) and Lemma 21, the 
following representations of a2 , (TV and v~: 

0 I 
a2 - [ 1 -I 0’ 

I 0 
O2- [ 1 -I I’ 

481/20/z-2 
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and 

where I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix and C, 11 are 2 x 2 matrices. 
From the relations 02 = o;lr and (qQ3 -:: I, we have 

v1 - 

i i 
i --i / --- 0 --7 II ..~ j -j . 

I 

So with (4) and (6), we have 

Now, conjugating these relations by s and using Lemma 31, we find that 
E == -i and so 

(12) 

Then using the relations in (1 l), (12) and Lemma 21, we find that i 1 
and so we have proved 

The structure of the group No(W) = W (z, zji) is now completely 
determined. Our aim now is to show that the group G has precisely three 
distinct (G, , G,,)-double cosets. We know from Lemmas 24 and 25, that the 
group G, = BAB, where B =: W( ‘u and A = (a, u, a,) is isomorphic to ) 
U,(3); and the 8 distinct (B, B)-double cosets of G, are 

B, BuB, Ba,B, Ba,uB, Bua,B, 

Ba,B, Ba,a,B and Ba,a,uB, with 
(14) 

a, = ua+. 
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From the structure of C:,(3), IV,~(W) -= W<zl). Since z’r E ,\‘c(W), w-e have 
Zig $ G, and hence by Lemma 25, G = (G,, , q). If we conjugate the 8 
(B, U)-double cosets in (14) by z’r and using the relations in (I), we have 

B”1 r B, (BuB)“’ =: RUB, 

(Ba,B)‘“’ = Bu,e,u,B, (Ba,uB)‘l ~~~ Ba,a,a,uB, 
(1% 

(Bua,B)“l = Bua,a,a,B, (Bu,B)“’ =: Bn,.z~,a,B, 

(Bu~u~B)~~ = Bv,a,u,z~,B, and (Ba,a,zrB)“’ == Bz-,a,u,e~,uB. 

\\‘e observe from (15) that (ByB)‘l C G,, u G,,o,G,, for all y E -4, except when 
y E a,a,(z, u>. Hence, if a,a,a,a, E G, u G,a,G,, , then we see from (14) and 
(15) that the set G, u G,v,G,, is a group and so G -= G,, U Goc,Go . Since 
C,J2) --: H” ) ~ruia~z’r $ G, and so ~‘iuiu~cu’~ E G,qG, . Then from (15), 
we see that G,, n G$ m= B u BuB. But u normalizes the group LV and so by 
Lemma 14, we have (B, zl)/N ‘V A,. Since <B, u) = B u BuB, we have 
iG,nG;;1l=2”.36.5.HencejG/=IG,1(1+2”.7)-2’.36.5.7.113 
and this contradicts Lemma IS. Hence, the three (G, , G,,)-double cosets 
G,, , G,z,G,, and G,,v,u,a,z~,G,, are all distinct. Our aim is to show that 

G -2 G,, u GozjGo u G,zyz,u,v,G,, (‘6) 

We let G, mu G,, u G,qG, U G,v,u,u,a,G,, . To prove (16), it suffices by 
Lemma 25 to show that Gr is a group. Hence, we have to verify the following 
three conditions: 

and 

~lgo~, E G, 

a,g,r,a,u,z~, E G, 

(17) 

(18) 

vlululz’lg,,z’lala2v~ E G, 

where go is an element in Go . 

(19) 

However, (17) is true because of (14) and (15). Further, since qa2 E Go , 
condition (19) will hold if we have verified (18). Hence it only remains to 
verify (18). If go E Go such that urg,v, E Go U G,v,G, , then by (17) we have 
z-,g,z’,u,u,a, E G, . Hence we only need to verify (18) for those go E Go such 
that nlgoul 6 Go u G,a,G, . From (I 5), we see that g, E Ba,u,B u Ba,a,uB. 
But (z1u)2 = ‘u, and, since zlr normalizes B, we only need to verify (18) for 
those go E Bu,u,B. Now, using the relations in (l), (3), (5), and (13), and the 
fact that q normalizes B, we can assume that go = ~~u,a~ia,~~r~~~~, with 
i, i, k, C!E (0, +l}. Hence, to show that G1 is a group it suffices to verify that 
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We first prove the following lemmas: 

LEMMA 26. The element vla,ua,a,~,‘~,‘y;‘ua~v~ lies in the double coset 
G,v,G, . 

Proof. \Ve have 

with these relations and Lemma 26, we can prove 

LEMMA 27. The element vla,a,a,a;‘~rl~~‘vlala,vl lies in the double 

coset G,,vIGO . 
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with Ilo’, k,’ E G, . But by lemma 26, the element in brackets lies in Go~:tG,, 
and so the lemma is proved. 

Ke shall now proceed to verify (20): 

(I) All elements of the form %~~~*a,a,~,~iz~,n,a,v, , with i, j E {O, .k 11 
lie in /I and so by Lemma 19, these elements lie in G, . 

(II) Nox consider elements of the form ~la,a,~,ig?,jrpg,ztlala,el , where 
i,j, k E (0, :: 1:. Using the rolations in (1) and (5), we have 

l3ut the element ~‘;~o~~~~jsp~“z~ E G,, and so by (14) and (IS}, 

z~laln,u,“pI i~~/~z!lulu~~l E Gl . 

(III) From the relations in (I) and (3), we have 
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But 

Since w* E G,a,G, , we have by (14) and (15) that the element 

zlla,a,o,o,~,~,v,a~a~z’~ t G, . 

Xow U(vla,a,cs,a,g?,~,z~a~a~v~)z~ == z~rla,a,cr,n,~,p~’ z~lala2z~1 and so the eicment 
~la,a,a,o,~,~,lv,a,a,c, E G, . Similarly, vy rc can show that all the elements of 
the form 

2: a a. o o 9 +p. JO a a v E G, , 112121 21121 where i,jE{l, -I]. 

Next, consider the element G = z‘ a a. (J o. p % a a. z1 1121211121~ wherezE{I, --I}. The 
element u centralizes a,a,a,u,q,i and v1a1u2u1 and so the element 

But by (2), there exists an element p EL C G,, such that ,uL“r E lc’ I, (L G,; 
and P ~~- u, U” == UZ. Hence, z,a,a,6E C,(zlL). But by Lemma 19, C,(c) 
Ho u H,,a,H, U H,,vlala2v1Ho and so z~,a,a,b lies in one of the following 
sets: p-lH,,p, p-lHov,fIop, or p lHov,a,a,v,Hop. If v,a,a,d lies in p-‘II,p or 
p-lH,,v,Hop, then it follows easily that / will then lie in G, . If c,u,a,C = 
p-lho~la,a,v,k,p, where h, , k,, E r-I, , then the clement 

But z!;‘,q E G,, and ~;rh,rs,a,a,v, E C,(z) and so GE G, , i.e., 

vaaoopivaav EC1 1121211121 where iE{l, ---1). 

Similarly, we can prove that the elements of the form w a a. cr m cp % a a v 112122 1121, 

where i E { 1, - l} lie in G. (In this case we use the element ux instead of u.) 
Hence we have proved that all elements of the form 

z’ a a u CT v $ jv a a v E G, , 11212121121 where i,jE{O, *I>. (21) 

(V) Now let x = ~la,a,a~la,~,‘cp,j~~a~a~~~ , with i, j E (0, &l>. Then 
x-1 .Z -1 -i --j 

wv2~1~1~2 7-3 v-3 v2-v ~= 
k C 

wwwlwl ~72w4w1~I where k, 
CE (0, &l}. Hence by (21) the element x-r E G, and so x E G, . From the 
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relations in (I) and Lemma 21, we can prove in a similar way that elements of 
the form 

all lie in G, . With this, we have verified (20) and so we have proved 

Now G$ n G, = (B, u) and by Lemma 14 we have / Gil n G,, j = 
23 . 3” 5. Hence [G, : G? n Go] = 112. Next, the group 

where zc = Q;~~,F,Y~ and since 1 H$‘I’~~I n N,, / := 2” (see Lemma l9), we 
have 2fi . 3 I I G2”la2’1 n G, j. By Lemma 18, the order of G is divisible by 5” 
and SO II := [G, : Gllala2’l n G,,] --: 2 (mod 5). Hence n / 2 3” * 7 and so 
II - L 2 3 7, 2 * 35 . 7 or 2 . 34. However, if rz = 2 . 3 . 7 or 2 . 3” . 7 then 
’ G j is not divisibie by 53, contra~licting Lemma IS; and so we must have 
n ~- 2 . 3’ ~11 162. Hence 

i G I :== 77 ’ 3” 5 7(1 $ 1 12 .-/ 162) :.-z 2’ . 3” . 5” . 7 . 11 

and we have 

LEMMA 29. The group G is a ~~i~~~t~z~e tra;ansitzke ratzlz 3 ~e~rnuta~~o~z 
youp on 275 points, for which the stabilizer of a point G,, is isomorphic to i.:%(3) 
with subdegrees 1, 1 12 a?zd 162. 

PV’e shall now consider the graph associated with the rank 3 permutation 
group G on the 275 conjugates in G of the subgroup G,, which is isomorphic 
to t;,(3). (for a description of the construction of the graph, see Wales [I I]). 
The group G is then a subgroup of the full automorphism group of the 
graph. Our aim is to show that this graph is isomorphic to the graph in 
McLaughlin [6]. We shall use the notation in [l l] and set R to be the set of 
all conjugates in G of G,, . So by L emma 29, we have i ,Q / :-= 275 and for {a> 
in .Q, G, z Tj,(3). The orbits of G, are (n>, A(@), and F(Q), whcrc 
fr == 1 A(n)1 = I 12 and f m= j r(a); = 162. From the relation ELC = k(k - h - l), 
we have p --z 56 and X = 30. Xow let b E A(a) and c c r(a). Then / G,,, j = 
2”. 36. 5 and (G,, I L 26 32 5 7. Todd [lo] has determined the 
character table of Ua(3) and he has also determined all possible subgroups of 
index :;200 in U,(3). From his work, we see that al1 subgroups of the order 
23 . 3” 5 = j G,, / are conjugate in Ua(3) and all subgroups of order 
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2” 32 5 7 / G,,, 1 arc isomorphic to L,(4). ‘l’hcrc arc precisely 2 
conjugate classes of subgroups in C,,(3) h 1 w ic I arc isomorphic to I,,,(4) but 
there arc conjugate in the automorphism group of 1:,(3). I ;I om this it follows . 
that the permutation representations of C;,, on d(n) and G,, on I’(u) arc unique. 
Hence it follows that G,, is a primitive rank 3 permutation group on the 112 
points in .4(u) with subdegrees 1, 30 and 8 I ; and G,, has subdegrees I, 56, and 
105 on I’(a). The point 0 is joined to A 30 points in A(Q) which is a t~nion 
of orbits of G,, on A(a), and since there is prcciscly one orbit of length 30 of 
Grih on d(0), this union is unique. Similarly, the union of orbits of G,,,. on r(a) 

is unique. From the work of Todd [lo], we see that G,,,, has precisel! 3 orbits 
on T(n), each of length 8 1. IIcnce at this stage, WC have 2 possible graphs 
associated with the rank 3 permutation grollp G. IIow-e\-er, it can be shown 
that these 2 graphs are isomorphic in the automorphism group of G,, . Hence, 
the graph associated with the rank 3 permutation group G is unicluc and is 

isomorphic to the graph dcfincd by >icI,aughlin [6]. Since IIcLaughlin has 
shown that the group TIC is of index 2 in the full automorphism group of this 
graph and / G j ~~ 1 MC i, we must have that G is isomorphic to the 
RIcLaughlin’s simple group RIc of order 898,128,OOO. ‘l’hc theorem is prowd. 

ITinally, wc shall prove the two remarks mentioned in the introduction: 
From (I), we have (z.,a,n,)” =~- z and so (T~(~~czJ~~~~~ (~,u,u,)~. Hence 

(VIUIU:! ) U,U,,~ is a semidihedral group of order 16 and so the group 
G ~~ G,,<q , alu2>Go , where G,, ‘v l,;(3) and <zl , u,n,,, <2’,u11u2 , u,n,,, 
is a semidihedral group of order 16. Nest, since [G : FI] = 3’ 5” 1 1 and G 
has prcciscly one class of involutions, there are precisely 3’ . 5” . 11 involu- 
tion in G. Since [G,, : U,,] =: 3” 5 7 and G,, has 1 class of involutions, there 
are 3” . 5 7 involutions in G,, . It can be shown that ~ CC,O(vla,a,c,)~ =- 
23 3 7 and so there are [G,, : C,O(v,a,a,a,)] -= 2 J . 3” 5 involutions in the 
double coset G,v,a,a,~,G,, . But 3” . 5 . 7 + P 3” 5 3 53 1 1 and so 
there arc no involution in the double cosct G,,v,G, . 
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